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Innovation districts constitute the ultimate mash-up of 

entrepreneurs and educational institutions, startups and 

schools, mixed-use development and medical innovations, 

bike-sharing and bankable investments—all connected by 

transit, powered by clean energy, wired for digital 

technology, and fueled by caffeine.

- Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, 
   The Rise of Innovation Districts
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GLobaL innovaTion emerGes

The City of Fremont engaged The Luttrell Collective to help guide and accelerate the city’s pathway to 

building a culture of innovation in the Warm Springs Innovation District. Leveraging Fremont’s business 

community as well as their own professional network, The Luttrell Collective assembled a diverse group 

of Bay Area participants to engage in a grand experiment—an Ecosystem Laboratory—to design and 

envision the future of Fremont’s emerging Innovation District. With a greenfield of promise for new 

public-private partnerships inspiring economic growth in the Bay Area in advanced manufacturing, 

clean technologies, biomedical and education, the City of Fremont is positioned to lead as a global 

innovation cluster.

The Grand experimenT

The Ecosystem Laboratory (EcoLab) brought together leaders from the community with the common 

interest in designing the next Silicon Valley by generating new thinking and practical, actionable next 

steps. Attendees included leaders, thinkers and doers across several industry sectors including: 

healthcare, retail, government, land developers, clean technology, education, biomedical device, 

advanced technology, entrepreneurs, social innovators and others from the emerging Fremont 

ecosystem. The day was guided by world class facilitators and designers who have been living and 

working in Silicon Valley for decades and have led sessions for the World Economic Forum and other 

global, multi-sectoral convenors. This session was named an EcoLab to emphasize Fremont’s unique 

ecosystem—rich, diverse, nutrient-laden community that can spawn the next great cycle of 

innovation, while providing affordable housing, great schools and lifestyle—combined with the 

hands-on, experimental ethos of a laboratory.

A city that thinks like a startup

exeCuTive summarY
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a new approaCh

The EcoLab employed powerful techniques proven to significantly accelerate impact and traction for 

creating a culture of innovation in Fremont. In fact, these techniques are becoming the new way of 

working for both startups and established companies all living in a world of time compression. This was 

not a meeting or “sit-n-get” presentation. It was a participatory, collaborative design session producing 

potential outputs such as a global accelerator, a new university or an innovation hub. We collaborated, 

explored, synthesized and concluded in action. The results were a shared understanding of what makes 

for a culture of innovation, numerous creative collisions between diverse elements of the Fremont 

ecosystem and an experience in new ways of working and actionable worthy projects.

a worLd of possibiLiTies & worThY projeCTs for fremonT

What emerged from the day was a series of bold initiatives to unfold the next chapters of Fremont’s story. 

Some possibilities and worthy projects included:

•	 Startup Magnet—Best kept secret. Now we declare it, brand it, grow it.

•	 Global Innovation Hubs—Design, build, use. Prototyping the future.

•	 Maker Movement—Fremont manufacturing zone engaging Bay Area maker movement.

•	 Edge-ucation—Students and teachers integrating the maker movement into curriculum. 

•	 Global Partnerships—Hosting EcoLab experiences for foreign economic trade missions.

•	 Soul of Warm Springs Innovation District—Co-design the identity, vision and intent.
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The Fremont EcoLab was an event created by 

The Luttrell Collective that convened leaders and 

influencers to envision the future of the City of 

Fremont. Over the course of the day, participants 

generated visions, strategies and next steps to 

catalyze Fremont’s future as a leader of innovation 

in the Bay Area. The purpose of this document is to 

capture the work done by these leaders at the 

EcoLab and make it available to a wider audience. 

“This Lab is an experiment that intends 
to make the invisible, visible, to engage in 
deep conversation and take steps towards 
accelerating economic development in 
Fremont. We are collectively building a 
culture of innovation.”

 - Ann Badillo, EcoLab Facilitator

•	 SizeUp.com ranked Fremont No. 1 in the country for 
the number of startups per capita. 

•	 Employment in the computer and electronic prod-
uct manufactruing category is 156 times more              
concentrated in Fremont than in the U.S. overall. 

•	 Newsweek voted Fremont the 2nd best U.S. city        
for innovation. 

•	 Fremont ranked 4th in the Silicon Valley for the num-
ber of patents awarded from Jan 2011 to July 2013.

Fremont today: 
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Through a series of exploratory conversa-

tions and a joint learning journey with the 

City of Fremont’s Economic Development 

Office, The Luttrell Collective and the City 

of Fremont together discovered just how 

critical it was to convene the local 

ecosystem that will influence economic 

growth in the Warm Springs District. 

The intent of this first EcoLab was to guide 

the City of Fremont’s leadership in hosting 

community conversations and, in doing so, 

start fostering a sense that the new Warm 

Springs District is the place for technology 

innovation and promising economic 

opportunities.

Guide foundations for a culture of innovation to attract economic growth 
and a sense of place for the new Warm Springs Innovation District

inTenT

KEY ObjEctivEs:

•	 Convene the local ecosystem that will influence economic growth in the Warm Springs Innovation District

•	 Immerse participants in frameworks relevant to creating the “culture of innovation” narrative and mind set

•	 Inspire new ways of thinking, behaving and collaborating to accelerate development 

•	 Create action plans for 2015

5
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You must have a room, or a certain hour or so a day, 

where you don’t know what was in the newspapers this 

morning, you don’t know who your friends are, you don’t 

know what you owe anybody, you don’t know what 

anybody owes you. This is a place where you can simply 

experience and bring forth what you are and what you 

might be. This is the place of creative incubation.

              - Joseph Campbell
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scan
explore the possible. stretch 
thinking. learn from seeminlgy 
unrelated disciplines. generate
a shared vision that is inclusive 
of individual vantage points.

test and prototype ideas. 
create shared intent.

create action plans for steps 
forward based on “scan” and
“focus” processes and learnings.

The EcoLab was composed of a series of 
five modules: time bound, facilitated 
conversations and activities throughout 
the day. Each module was intended to 
immerse participants in frameworks and 
content relevant to creating the culture of 
innovation narrative.

Developing a culture of innovation requires 
making the invisible visible with regards 
to underlying values, beliefs and behaviors 
in an ecosystem. The goal of each module 
and intention of the process was to playful-
ly discover these attributes throughout the 
day, and in so doing, unfold the emergent 
properties of a 21st century city.

Participants were guided through the 
Scan phase from the beginning of the day 
through early afternoon. The purpose of 
this phase was to widen focus, stretch the 
possibility set of each participant and make 
unexpected connections. The Focus phase 
ran from midday to late afternoon, and 
participants were invited to test and pro-
totype compelling ideas from the previous 
phase. The Act phase completed the final 
few hours of the EcoLab, in which partici-
pants combined vision with strategy, pro-
posing next steps to implement the ideas 
chosen by the group as most valuable to 
furthering the innovation ecosystem in 
Warm Springs.

EvENt DEsiGN

focus

act
7© 1996-2014 MG Taylor Corporation. All rights reserved.
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donna novitsky
CEO & CoFounder

Yiftee

kaREn alschulER
Principal

Perkins + Will

goRdon FEllER
Director Urban Innovation 

Cisco Systems

andREw BEEBE
VP Distributed Generation

Nextera Energy

ERin axElRod
Junior Partner
LIFT Economy

BEtsy cantwEll
Director of Economic Development

 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

ting kElly
Co-Founder

Doorstep Studios

RoB hollistER
CEO

The Sobrato Organization

JEFF andERson
Managing Director

CalCEF

chRistina BRiggs
Economic Development Manager 

City of Fremont

The participants—Innovation Catalysts—of the Fremont EcoLab spanned industry sectors 
that included architecture, entrepreneurship, healthcare, energy services, renewable energy, 
education, building management, city government, urban planning, social innovation and 
design. The participants were curated to represent sectors vital to the future of Fremont, and 
were selected based on their ability to offer unique insights and contributions to the EcoLab.

parTiCipanTs
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parTiCipanTs
Innovation Catalysts (cont’d)

ilana lipsEtt
Co-Founder
Freespace

tom EppEnBERgER
Innovation Labs

Kaiser Permanente

scott millER
Executive in Residence

True Ventures

cindy woRthingwoRth
VP Business Development 

Wells Fargo

kElly klinE
Economic Development Director

City of Fremont

lou hoFFman
CEO

Hoffman Agency

JEFF hamEl
Region Executive

GE Power and Water

david hodgson
CEO

Hummingbird Labs

BJoRn coolEy
Co-Founder

Doorstep Studios

dEREk EggERs
CEO

Syserco

JEssiE FEllER
Director

Meeting of the Minds

gREg mattER
Vice President

Jones Lang Lasalle

amy ng
HHS Entrepreneurs Fellow
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dulEEsha koolasoRiya
Head of Strategy and Research

Deloitte Center for the EdgekaREn BuRns
Sensiba San Fillippo

East Bay Manufacturing Group

parTiCipanTs
Innovation Catalysts (cont’d)

lEta stagnERo
Vice President 

Academic Affairs
Ohlone College

chRis noRdlingER
Writer

The Nordlinger Group

John van dEn hEuvEl
Advisor

Netherlands Office for 
Science & Technology

FEdoR ovchinnikoR
Co-Founder

Institute for Evolutionary Leadership

EmilE pEtRonE
CEO & Founder

Trindie

EllEn luttREll
Principal

The Luttrell Collective

liza wood-nEBEl
Business Development Manager

Opterra Energy Services

alFREd solis
Innovation Director

Buck Institute for Education

JEssica von BoRck
Deputy City Manager

City of Fremont

koFi BonnER
President

Lennar Urban

lauRa wEtmoRE
Mission Division 
Senior Manager

PG&E
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The ConveninG Team

EllEn luttREll
PRINCIPAL, STRATEGY & PARTNERSHIP LEAD

Ellen Luttrell is a management consultant with over two 
decades designing global programs and building 
ecosystems in the private sector, government and 
non-governmental organizations.

ann Badillo
ECOSYSTEM DESIGNER & SENIOR CONSULTANT

Ann is a leading business strategist and advisor to Silicon 
Valley executives, entrepreneurs and corporations. She has 
launched and incubated over 30 startup ventures and has 
nurtured numerous ecosystems to create unique value 
webs around the world.

todd Johnston
PROCESS DESIGNER & SENIOR CONSULTANT

Todd is Head of Design for the Global Innovation Summit. 
He designs and facilitates processes that produce high- 
quality decisions in the face of intense complexity. 

The Luttrell Collective
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It is for their works of creation that ultimately 

civilizations are remembered.

-Ed Bacon, author of Design of Cities

Module 1

backcasting

The first module of the day invited 
participants to imagine themselves in 2024, 
looking back at a ground-breaking decade 
for Fremont. The context of the exercise 
was that they were being interviewed by a 
member of the press, who asked them what 
the key events and breakthroughs were 
that enabled Fremont’s success. Participants 
sketched out their ideas using images, 
symbols and words, together offering a 
diverse and compelling possibility set for 
Fremont’s next decade.
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This is an individual assignment. Using the foam board and markers provided, respond to the scenario and questions 
that follow through telling the story from your point of view. Fill your “storyboard” with color, graphics, words, and 
any other forms of creative expression you choose to represent your experience, thoughts and feelings. You may 
choose to answer each question, focus on those that are particularly compelling, or respond holistically, providing an 
overall sense of your story based on ideas that these questions elicit.

Be sure and write your name (first and last) on your board. You have 25 minutes to complete this work.
 
December 2024. Catalyzed by the success of the Warm Springs Innovation District, Fremont is thriving. Over the past decade, 
Warm Springs has developed into a rich seedbed of innovation and entrepreneurship and become a core economic engine, 
social space and cultural icon of the City of Fremont and larger Silicon Valley area. Fremont has become known as premier 
global innovation hub that attracts World Class talent, global investment, social innovators, artists and quants. The city has 
been recognized as the #1 city in Northern California on The Atlantic Thrivability index.

You have been contacted by a journalist from Fast Company, who is writing a feature story on Fremont and Warm Springs 
for an upcoming issue. As someone who has been an instrumental contributor to the rise of the innovation district from it’s 
inception point in 2014, the journalists has asked to interview you for her story. In advance of an in person interview, you’ve 
been sent the following list of questions:

baCKCasT boards (ConT’d) To view all boards, click here

13

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g1fakoq32eyntxm/AABF3pyRQTsWRfbiHqdGm5O4a?dl=0
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1. What have been the key reasons for Fremont’s success? What have been the big wins over the past decade?
2. What is the buzz coming out of the Warm Springs Innovation District? Who are the district’s “followers” paying 

the most attention to this buzz?
3. From your perspective, what is a compelling value proposition the district offers?
4. What happened in 2015 that set the trajectory for where Fremont is today? What actions and in what sequence?
5. What sectors did you concentrate on? What initiatives?
6. What have been the Public–Private Partnerships that have taken off?
7. What challenges have been the most difficult to solve? What has worked thus far to meet these challenges?
8. What did the City have to unlearn in order to be successful? What did you personally have to unlearn?
9. In what ways is the ecosystem collaborative? Competitive?
10. What have been the biggest surprises?
11. How has Fremont created the future they envisioned a decade or more ago?
12. How have you gained from your involvement in Warm Springs?
13. If you were writing this story, what would be your headline?
 
REMEMBER:  You are in 2024 looking back, telling the story of what has happened.

baCKCasT boards (ConT’d)

14

To view all boards, click here

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g1fakoq32eyntxm/AABF3pyRQTsWRfbiHqdGm5O4a?dl=0
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After participants completed their 

personal visions for Fremont’s next 

decade, they were invited to enter 

into six-person groups to share their 

backcasts and find intersections, 

complementariness and creative 

tensions between ideas. Based on this 

synthesis, the final step of the process 

was to build a physical model 

depicting the collective vision of 

Fremont in 2024.

Module 2

model building

15
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CoLLaboraTive proToTYpinG To view all models, click here
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3gkx46se1yp46cz/AAA6awp6E7rUJdLreJh5qtsqa?dl=0
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Based on all that they had heard, seen and 

discussed thus far, as well as the experience 

they brought into the EcoLab, participants 

gathered in small teams to identify essential 

nutrients—the values, beliefs and 

behaviors—that will nurture, grow and 

sustain Fremont’s innovation ecosystem 

and the culture that imbibes it.

With each nutrient represented on a 

hexagonal card, participants then placed 

them on a game board one-by-one, creating 

an interconnected “hive mind” of nutrients 

for cultivating a robust and resilient 

innovation ecosystem.

Module 3

nutrients 
& hive mind
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To access the original 
hive cards, click here     

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/p7wzvbd8hbe3ema/AACB_O27zti82_Ppg-j7b-Eva?dl=0
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A curated selection of more than 50 

articles on cities, innovation districts and 

urban planning were made available to 

participants. Each participant spent 25 

minutes combing through selected articles 

to discover insights into how to catalyze 

Fremont’s success. They were then invited 

into an open conversation with the entire 

group, to share the “sparks” of insight that 

had stood out to them as worthy of sharing. 

From these sparks of insight and an ensuing 

group dialogue, a set of six concrete 

projects to launch the next decade of 

Fremont’s growth was assembled.
To access all the articles, click here to read 
and download PDFs

Module 4

sparks & quaker
conversation
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The Quaker Conversation

The Quaker manner is to sit in silence until a mem-
ber feels “moved” to speak; the individual delivers 
his or her message, and then there is silence again 
until another member rises to speak. Each person 
speaks their own message; more often than not, 
no attempt is made to respond to what a previous 
speaker has said. Yet as a group process, there is 
often a surprising wholeness to the experience.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7zw3cczej9brahf/AAAd7zV-Zpkl4HH-8XgQwX9Aa?dl=0


2020
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In the final module, participants chose 
to work on one of six projects generated 
in Module 4. In teams, they created a 
clear intent, strategies and next steps to 
implement each of these projects. Out 
of this module, a series of bold initiatives 
were generated to launch the next chapter 
of Fremont’s story. Each team then shared 
their projects with the group, engaging 
stakeholders and gaining buy-in from key 
leaders in the Fremont community.

Module 5

worthy projects
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•	 Target companies who make stuff

•	 Success = Declare victory!

•	 More start ups

•	 More manufacturing

•	 Get the data

WorThy ProJecT 1

startUp 

•	 Newest tech training and curriculum

•	 Long term internships and mentorship programs

•	 Partnerships between schools and local business

WorThy ProJecT 3

FrEmONt partNEr 
acaDEmY

•	 “Scenius Envy”—Warm Springs is the place to be

•	 Elements of surprise and “weirdification”

•	 Integrating weirdness in built environment

WorThy ProJecT 4

crEatE thE sOUl
OF Warm spriNGs

•	 Make Fremont students the next generation of leaders 
and innovators

•	 Make Fremont teachers central to the Bay Area Maker 
Movement

•	 Community Maker space integrated into Fremont        
ecosystem

WorThy ProJecT 5

maKiNG thE NExt 
GENEratiON OF 
stUDENts & tEachErs

•	 Build out an agile, experiential campus that serves    
as a launchpad for global customers and partners

•	 Test bed for Warm Springs Innovation District

WorThy ProJecT 6

GlObal hUbs

•	 Build global relationships

•	 EcoLabs during trade missions

•	 Internship exchange

WorThy ProJecT 2

sistEr citY: 

23
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ConneCTive Tissue

The value of prototypes resides less in the models themselves 

than in the interactions—the conversations, arguments, 

consultations, collaborations—they invite. Prototypes force 

individuals and institutions to confront the tyranny of trade-

offs. That confrontation, in turn, forces people to play seriously 

with the difficult choices they must ultimately make.   

- Michael Schrage, Serious Play: How the World’s 
Best Companies Simulate to Innovate
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Innovation is fostered by information gathered from 

new connections; from insights gained by journeys 

into other disciplines or places; from active, collegial 

networks and fluid, open boundaries. Innovation 

arises from ongoing circles of exchange.

    - Margaret J. Wheatley 
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In assembling complexity the bounty 
of increasing returns is won by mul-
tiple tries over time. As various parts 
reorganize to a new whole, the system 
escapes into a higher order.

          - Llya Prigogine
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UnFoLdIng an ecosysTem oF 
ParTnershIPs & PossIbILITIes

and now the work begins...

Today is not just an exercise, it’s a launch. Fremont has the 

mentality that we are not just a city, we’re like a Silicon Valley 

startup. We have some big ideas and we are going forward with 

them. We are not afraid to think and act differently than other cities. 

   - Bill Harrison, Mayor, 
City of Fremont, California



www.thinksil iconvalley.com

The LuTTreLL CoLLeCTive

theluttrellcollective@gmail.com
650.740.6080

Special thanks to Workspace Fremont for providing the venue & Alicia Bramlett for the graphic facilitation.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7zw3cczej9brahf/AAAd7zV-Zpkl4HH-8XgQwX9Aa?dl=0

